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WALL STREET SPEAKS TO CHET HUNTLEY 

WHAT STOCKS SHOULD I BUY? 
WHAT ABOUT ANOTHER CRASH? — 
HOW DO I BUY STOCKS FOR INCOME? 

—WHAT ARE THE DOW JONES AVERAGES? 

WHEN SHOULD I SELL?— WHAT IS MARGIN? 

—WHAT IS DIVERSIFICATION? 

OPEN END?—BLUE CHIP?—A BULL?—A BEAR?—HOW DOI SELL SHORT? 

CHET HUNTLEY, one of America’s most trusted reporters, in interviews with 

LOUIS ENGEL, Vice President of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incor- 

porated, and best selling author of “‘How to Buy Stocks’, 

EDMUND W. TABELL, Vice President of Walston & Co., and author of the 
widely quoted Tabell Market Letters 

ROBERT BURKHOLDER, Vice President of North American Securities 

Company, and recognized authority on investment and mutual funds 

MALCOLM S. FORBES, publisher and editor-in-chief of Forbes Magazine, famed 
publication for the financial and business community. 

Find out why Mr. Engel believes that a greedy man is psychologically 

- handicapped when he thinks of entering the stock market—Why Mr. Tabell 

likens the technical predictions of the stock market with the rise and fall of 

the tides—Why Mr. Burkholder believes that a small investor can obtain com- 

plete diversification for as little as twenty dollars a month—And why Mr. 

Forbes predicts a prosperous future for the sensible investor. 

Rarely does an opportunity exist for the average person, or even for the 

extremely wealthy investor to be taken into the professional confidence of 

Produced by: Thomas J. McDermott 

the authorities who occupy the highest position in the inner counsels of Wall 

Street. This 3 LP record album creates this opportunity for everyone. It is a 

“first”? in bringing together in one complete presentation the sum of knowl- 

edge of four leading experts of the stock market. 

This album, then, presents a unique open door into the fascinating world of 

securities and finance which offers a better life and more secure retirement and 

a richer legacy for our children. 

Co-Produced by: Stuart A. Schwalbe 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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This album is about money. Investing money wisely requires know- 

ledge of the opportunities which are available to all of us and of the pitfalls 

which must be avoided. 

The album is intended to explain the intricate business of investments 

in understandable terms. This handbook, in addition to introducing the. 

investment experts and their interviewer, presents a brief history of Wall 

Street and explains the meaning of the figures which make up a Balance 

Sheet and an Income Statement as well as many of the technical terms 

used in the financial community. Sections of the album may be replayed 

whenever the listener is in search of expert advice on an investment problem. 

We at FOUR STAR TELEVISION have made our name as the 

ABOUT THIS ALBUM producers of high quality television films, e.g., the Award-winning ‘Dick 

Powell Theatre,” ‘“The Rifleman,” ‘“‘The Zane Grey Theatre,” “The Law 

and Mr. Jones,” and many others. It is our aim to use all the media of 

communication to bring to our audience a fully rounded program of enter- 

tainment and information. Toward this end, we are about to enter into the 

production of feature motion pictures. Through our wholly owned subsidiaries 

Four Star Distribution Corp. and Four Star Television International Inc., 

we are engaged in the syndication and distribution of our large library of 

television films in the United States of America and all over the world. The 

production of phonograph records and albums was successfully launched with 

“Themes from Four Star Television Productions,” an album containing 

themes from thirteen of our shows. 

Four Star Television presents ‘WALL STREET SPEAKS TO CHET 

HUNTLEY” with the confidence that you will find it profitable and en- 

joyable ee } oJ 

THOMAS J. McDERMOTT 

President 

Four Star Television 
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THOMAS J. McDERMOTT 

The President of Four Star Television has been referred to as a ‘‘television- 

born genius” and is recognized as one of the nation’s most knowledgeable 

television executives. He was only 39 when he became Executive Vice 

President of Four Star Television in June, 1959, but he had already amassed 

twenty years of practical experience in radio and television production. A 

native of New York City, he received his B.A. from Manhattan College, 

studied philosophy at Fordham University and received an M. A. in Dramatic 

Literature from Columbia University. 

During his college days Mr. McDermott became interested in radio 

and began writing for numerous programs. He went to work in the radio 

department of Benton & Bowles, one of the world’s leading advertising 

agencies, and progressed from writer to director to producer, and while 

still in his thirties, to Vice President in charge of Television and Radio. In 

that capacity his creative talent and astute business judgment became well 

recognized throughout the television industry as a result of such highly 

successful television series as the ‘“‘Dick Powell-Zane Grey Theatre,” ‘The 

Rifleman,” “Danny Thomas Show,” “Loretta Young Show,” and others. 

Long an advocate and student of education by visual and audio means, 

his own interest in the stock market and his realization of the growing 

importance of stock investments to millions of new investors prompted 

Mr. McDermott’s decision to produce this unique album with the ‘best 

talent available. The interviewer, Chet Huntley, is one of the most trusted 

reporters and commentators in the country and the experts interviewed 

by Mr. Huntley enjoy the highest reputations in the business world. The 

result is an exciting and informative presentation that is available to 

everyone who wishes to bring the voice of the financial community into 

the living room. 

CHET HUNTLEY 

Chet Huntley works from an office impressive only for its small size and 

roll-top desk. It is lined with shelves overloaded with books and contains 

one small couch, perhaps a hint that its owner has little time for small talk. 

But on week-ends, Chet Huntley and his wife retire to something a 

bit more roomy, a 150-acre farm in Flemington, New Jersey, which they 

recently purchased. 

Farm life is old hat to Chet. He spent his childhood on a Montana ranch. 

Chet Huntley was born in Cardwell, Montana, the oldest of four 

children. While in grade school, he developed an interest in public speaking, 

an interest that persisted through his later schooling. 

After taking a pre-med course for three years at Montana State College, 

Mr. Huntley won a National Oratory Tournament in 1932. This encouraged 

him to study speech and drama. 

In 1934, he was graduated from Washington University, where he had 

transferred, and went to work for a Seattle newspaper. 

Mr. Huntley worked for several radio stations in the Washington- 

Oregon area before he joined CBS in Los Angeles in 1951. 

In 1955, Mr. Huntley moved to NBC and was teamed with David 

Brinkley a year later. 

Currently, he appears each week-day night on the ‘‘Huntley-Brinkley 

Report,” and on various special news shows, as well as the ““Chet Huntley 

Reporting” programs. 

Chet Huntley’s voice, instantly recognized by many millions of Ameri- 

cans, has recounted and explained the big and small events around the 

world with objectivity and compassion, earning him the unsurpassed loyalty 

of a vast audience as well as the most coveted awards of his profession; 

among them: ‘The George Foster Peabody Award” (8 times); ‘“The Alfred 

I. du Pont Commentator of the Year award;’ five Emmys; ‘‘The Overseas 

Press Club Awards for the Best Radio-TV Interpretation of Foreign Affairs”’ 

(2 times); ‘‘The Nieman Fellows Award;”’ ‘“The TV Guide Award” (3 

times) ; “The Robert E. Sherwood Award” and many others. 

Possessing a phenomenal memory, Chet Huntley can always remem- 

ber where he read a fact, the page number and even its place on the page. 

On his farm, Mr. Huntley is planning to grow hay and fish in any of 

three streams that cross the property. ““One of them is well-stocked and 

I'll see to it that it stays that way,’ he adds. 

But a constant demand for his services will probably deprive him 

of farm life. 



ROBERT $8. BURK HOLDER 

Mr. Robert 8. Burkholder is vice president of North American Securities 

Co., one of the pioneer management organizations in the fast-growing 

$20-billion mutual fund industry. His association with the sales and pro- 

motional end of this company finds Mr. Burkholder spending hundreds 

of hours each year discussing professional management of money with the 

public through lectures, addresses to civic and business groups, and adult 

education classes in various California institutions of learning, and with 

investment dealers in sales meetings and training classes. His work along 

these lines takes him to communities of all sizes, from metropolitan 

investment centers to small investment dealer organizations in communities 

well isolated from the daily activities of the nation’s investment markets. 

Burkholder attended Franklin & Marshall College, in Lancaster, 

Penna., and the Charles Morris Price School of Advertising and Journalism 

in Philadelphia. His initial interests were in the field of advertising and public 

relations, and his abilities along that line won him the H. H. Kynett award 

at the Price institution—the highest award given to graduates at that time. 

In the late thirties Burkholder joined a group of young men who 

succumbed to the attractions of the fast-growing airline industry. His 

association with American Airlines, in their New York City Traffic (Sales) 

Department, was short-lived, however; World War II erupted, and 

Burkholder spent four years in the European Theatre of Operations as 

a priorities and traffic officer. 

At war’s end he became attracted to the mutual fund, an investment 

instrument designed to help the small investor acquire the benefits of 

professional management for his money. He first joined a mutual fund sales 

organization, and later became a registered representative with a member 

house of the New York Stock Exchange. His experiences in the ensuing 

years convinced Burkholder that there were far more individuals who 

need the “professional management”? approach than those who should 

be interested in “taking a crack at the market.” 

A brief interruption came in the form of the Korean conflict— 

Burkholder was recalled to active duty. 

The years since the Korean War have seen Burkholder associated with 

the management end of the mutual fund industry, rather than the retail. 

His comments in “‘Wall Street Speaks To Chet Huntley” reflect his knowl- 

edge of mutual funds, their growth, and their far-reaching list of services 

to the investor. 

In the hours he spends away from business, Burkholder is a classic 

automobile buff. His secondary hobby is photography, which fits in per- 

fectly with the tours he and his wife take in their vintage vehicles. He 

has a son, Reagan, who is currently attending Notre Dame University. 

LOUIS ENGEL 

Louis Engel is described in ‘“Who’s Who”’ as writer, broker. The description 

does him less than justice. His warm directness of manner makes him seem 

easy to know. His ever-present pipe gives him a contemplative air. In fact 

he is both complex and dynamic. 

His forte is making complicated technical material understandable and 

interesting to the layman. To this cause he brings a keen intelligence, a 

straight-forward style, a sonorous voice, and unusual persuasiveness, all of 

which have been apparent in his many speeches and magazine articles and 

in his best-selling book, ‘“How To Buy Stocks,” first published in 1953, of 

which some one and a half million copies are in print. 

Born in Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1909, Louis Engel has never lost his 

grass-roots point of view. He was graduated from the University of Chicago 

in 1930 with a Phi Beta Kappa key and went to work in publishing, first 

on the staff of the University of Chicago Press, then in New York as a staff 

member and subsequently as managing editor of Advertising and Selling 

(now called Advertising Agency). From 1934 to 1946, he was with Business 

Week, first as news editor, than marketing editor, and for nine years as 

managing editor—a post he left to go to Wall Street as advertising and 

sales promotion manager of the world’s largest brokerage firm, Merrill 

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Ince. 

When he first went to Wall Street, the operation of the stock market was 

a mystery to most people. To many of them, it is a mystery no more, thanks 

to the efforts of Louis Engel. He pioneered in public education about the 

securities industry with a series of notable booklets and advertisements, of 

which the best known was—and is—a full-page newspaper advertisement 

called “What Everybody Ought to Know About This Stock and Bond 

Business,” which is included in the Watkins collection of ‘“The 100 Greatest 

Advertisements” and has been reprinted countless times. 

He lives in Westchester with his attractive wife Nina and is an 

enthusiastic father to a family that includes his three sons and his wife’s 

two daughters and a son. His other interests are various community 

activities, reading, travel, and education. 

A man of great good will, wide knowledge, and enormous zest, Louis 

Engel is a personable and articulate interpreter of the financial community 

to the general public. 
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MALCOLM 8S. FORBES 

Malcolm S. Forbes, editor-in-chief and publisher of Forsres Magazine, 

world-famous magazine of business and finance was born in 1919, the son 

of the late B. C. and Mrs. Adelaide Stevenson Forbes. From earliest child- 

hood he was acquainted with eminent business men who were the friends 

of his distinguished publisher father. 

After graduating cum laude from the Lawrenceville School in 1937, he 

entered Princeton University, majoring at the Woodrow Wilson School of 

Public and International Affairs. It was here that he originated the Nassau 

SOVEREIGN and developed it into a successful student publication. When he 

was graduated with honors from Princeton University in 1941, he received 

by vote of his classmates the medal for ‘‘being the member of his class who 

contributed most to Princeton as an undergraduate’. Two days after grad- 

uation he was settled in Lancaster, Ohio as the publisher of two weekly 

newspapers—the Fairfield, Ohio, Times and the Lancaster, Ohio, Tribune. 

In 1942 he sold the papers to join the U.S. Army. 

He saw action overseas in France, Belgium, Holland and Germany as 

a machine gun sergeant with the 84th Infantry Division. He was severely 

wounded in the Battle of Aachen and was awarded two medals, the Purple 

Heart and the Bronze Star. The citation that came with the Bronze Star 
read as follows: “The initiative, resourcefulness and alert action displayed 

by Staff Sergeant Forbes prevented possible encirclement of the battalion 

and reflects high credit upon himself and the armed forces.” 
During his ten months in military hospitals he contributed a series of 

articles to Forsrs Magazine, interpreting the view-point of the G.I. for the 

businessmen readers of the magazine. In August 1945 he came to ForBEs 

Magazine as assistant publisher. He revitalized the magazine and adopted 

new ideas and techniques that made Forpxs the contemporary publication 

that it is today. 

A six-volume edition of the Nation’s Heritage, depicting highlights of 

our nation’s development, brought Malcolm Forbes a Freedoms Foundation 

Medal in 1949. 

Malcolm Forbes gained his insight into government through his own 

participation in politics. His political career began in 1949 with election to 

the Bernardsville, N.J. Borough Council. In 1951 he was elected to the 

New Jersey State Senate by a record plurality. That year, also, he was named 

New Jersey’s “Young Man of the Year’. 

In 1957 he won the G.O.P. gubernatorial nomination by a large plur- 

ality. In the election, he received more votes than any prior Republican 

candidate for Governor. 

Malcolm Forbes became publisher of Forpres Magazine in 1954 after 

the death of his father. In 1958 the U.S. Department of State’s Commis- 

sioner General for the American Exhibition at the Brussels World’s Fair, 

invited Forpres Magazine to organize a series of seminars for American 

business leaders and their European counterparts. Malcolm Forbes led 

these seminars. 

Malcolm Forbes lives in Bedminster Township, New Jersey, with his 

wife, the former Miss Roberta R. Laidlaw of Englewood, and their five 

children: Malcolm 8. Jr., Robert L., Christopher C., Timothy C. and Moira 

H. He is a vestryman at St. John’s-on-the-Mountain Episcopal Church, 

Bernardsville. He is a member of the St. Andrew’s Society, the Princeton 

Club, Racquet and Tennis Club and New York Yacht Club, the Essex Fox 

Hounds, the New Jersey Historical Society and the Orientation Council. 

EDMUND W. TABELL 

In September, 1948 the Dow-Jones Average of Industrial stocks was 

selling at 180 or one-quarter of the High it was to attain some 13 years later. 

Pessimism among business men and economists was rampant and there was 

much talk of the ‘inevitable’ post-war depression which, almost all analysts 

felt, would carry the economy to new low levels. In the midst of this gloom, 

a leading financial magazine published an article entitled ‘‘ouR GREATLY 

UNDERPRICED STOCK MARKET” which claimed not only that the stock market 

was ridiculously low rather than high, but that ultimately the Dow-Jones 

might sell as high as 450. 

Seven years later, with the average having advanced to 425, a second 

article suggested that the rise was only half over and that an advance to the 

600 level by 1958-1960 was a distinct possibility. 

The author of both these articles was Edmund W. Tabell, now a Vice 

President of Walston & Company, Inc., recently called by a national 

magazine ‘‘the best bird-dog in Wall Street’’. Tabell’s specialty is technical 

analysis or the art of predicting stock price movements by studying their 

past fluctuations. It is a field to which he has devoted more than 30 years of 

his business life and one in which he is recognized as being the financial 

community’s leading authority. 

As head of Walston & Company Inc., Institutional Research Depart- 

ment, Tabell is constantly consulted by a majority of the leading institutional 

investors in the United States, including major insurance companies, banks, 

mutual funds, pension trusts, colleges and universities. He regularly 

lectures before both professional and amateur investment groups spending 

about half his time traveling from coast to coast giving talks and consulting 

with institutions. He is the author of numerous articles in such publications 

as: The Commercial and Financial Chronicle, The Financial Analysts 

Journal, Trust & Estates and other financial magazines. 

Born in Brooklyn in 1904, Tabell attended Brooklyn public schools and 

Babson Institute in Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts. He was introduced 

early to the technical approach to stock market forecasting working for his 

uncle, the late Richard DeMille Wyckoff, who was famous in the late 1920’s 

and early 1930’s as the father of the Point and Figure approach to stock 

market charting. 

Tabell utilized this approach with various New York Stock Exchange 

houses including F. I. DuPont and Shields & Company. While at Shields 

in 1946 he began publication of the weekly Tabell’s Market Letter which has 

one of the widest followings of any brokerage house letter in the country. 

In 1948 he became a partner in Walston & Company Inc. and has been with 

that firm ever since. 

1 
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STUART A. SGHWALBE 

Stuart A. Schwalbe, the co-producer of ‘Wall Street Speaks to Chet 

Huntley,” is the president of Heritage Records in San Jose, California. He 

was born in Chicago in 1934 and was educated in New York and California 

schools, graduating with an A.B. degree in Speech from San Jose State 

College in 1955. While at college, he was active in theatrical activities. As 

a producer, he early recognized the talents of the now famous Pat Suzuki 

of “Flower Drum Song” renown when he featured her in an original musical 

revue. Mr. Schwalbe was presented a Bank of America Achievement Award 

in Music by the bank’s president, Mr. L. M. Giannini. 

After graduating from college, Schwalbe served as an Ordnance and 

Infantry officer in the U. S. Army. Upon discharge he took an appointment 

as Executive Director of Junior Achievement of Santa Clara County, Cali- 

fornia and subsequently joined the financial community as a stockbroker 

with Walston & Co., Inc. and sometime later with J. Barth & Company— 

both members of the New York Stock Exchange and other major stock ex- 

changes. Mr. Schwalbe was elected a member of the Kerr Income Fund’s 

“First Million Club” for his assistance in pioneering the establishment of 

the mutual fund. While conducting lectures and seminars on Wall Street, 

Schwalbe came to recognize the public’s earnest desire for knowledge about 

investing and Wall Street procedure. Consequently, he discussed his ideas 

with Four Star Television, and the result is the album ‘“‘Wall Street Speaks 

to Chet Huntley,” which he co-produced. 

Mr. Schwalbe serves as a director of the G. Coakley Company and is 

a member of the Reserve Officer’s Association, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity 

and the Commonwealth Club of California. 

13 
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A Brief History of Wall Street 

4 ¥ t"pi7 

By HAROLD W. SCOTT, Partner of Dean Witter & Co. 

Cows, Indians and the English were responsible for naming what is perhaps 

the best known street in the world—Wall Street. 

Some three hundred years ago, a brushwood fence was erected across 

the tip of Manhattan Island to keep the cows from leaving and the Indians 

from entering. A decade later the fence was strengthened and backed up 

by an earthen wall, largely because of fears of an English invasion. This 

wall ran roughly parallel to what is now Wall Street. 

Wall Street was a political capital before it grew to be the nation’s 

financial heart and an international financial capital. The Continental Con- 

gress decided to hold its sessions in City Hall, later rebuilt as Federal Hall; 

and George Washington came to Wall Street in April, 1789, to be sworn 

in as the new nation’s first President. He took the oath of office on a baleony 

of City Hall, across the street from the present New York Stock Exchange. 

From his office in what is now 33 Wall, Alexander Hamilton, first 

Secretary of the Treasury, labored to establish the new republic’s credit 

and enunciated principles of finance which have endured to this day. 

It was the First Congress which consolidated the government’s debt— 

largely the cost of fighting the Revolutionary War—by authorizing an 

issue of $80,000,000 in government stock. New York City merchants and 

auctioneers began to deal in the government stock as well as the shares 

of a few such enterprises as the Bank of the United States, the Bank of 

North America, and the Bank of New York. The need for a market was 

obvious even then—for people were reluctant to buy securities unless they 

knew they could sell them readily. 

In 1792, twenty-four of these ‘Brokers for the Purchase and Sale of 

Public Stock” drew up an agreement which laid the foundation for the 

New York Stock Exchange. Their meeting place was on the street, just a 

few blocks from the present Exchange, under an old buttonwood tree which 

Reprinted from “Wall Street Twentieth Century” Copyright 1960 Yale Daily News 

UNDERNEATH THE BUTTONWOOD TREE 

had escaped the English axes. They traded in stocks and merchandise— 

and were not above making a wager on the outcome of political disputes. 

The following year the brokers moved indoors, to the Tontine Coffee House 

at the corner of Wall and Water Streets. 

1812 war signalled nation’s growth 

At the turn of the century there were few enterprises large enough to call 

for public financing. Still, the nation was growing, the West was opening 

up and trade flourished. Yet it was not until after the War of 1812—which, 

of course, disrupted commercial activity—that the United States really 

began to flex its muscles. Successful conclusion of a war with a great power 

unleashed the energies of a united and strong people. Commercial activity 

thrived, new enterprises multiplied, speculation was in the air. 

The national debt jumped from $45,000,000 in 1812 to $123,000,000 

in 1817. Erie Canal bonds were successfully floated and New York City 

had a direct link with what was then the West. New banks, new marine 

and fire insurance companies were formed. The states issued bonds to pay 

for roads and canals. 

Money funneled into Wall Street from all over the country—and Wall 

Street pumped that money into the arteries of trade, commerce and industry. 

Trading in securities quickly became an integral part of American 

financial activity. 

Stock brokers, faced with this expansion in their business, decided that 

formation of a more cohesive organization was a necessity, and in 1817 

they drew up the first formal Constitution of the New York Stock and 

Exchange Board. 

The 1817 Constitution provided that the President of the Exchange 

would call out the names of each stock issue to be traded and the members 

would then make their bids to buy or offers to sell. For interrupting the 

President during the call, a member was subject to a fine of six to twenty-five 

cents. A record of sales was kept and rules governing admission of new 

members were laid down. Absence from a call was apparently considered 

8 pretty serious affair, for the guilty member—except in the case of sickness 

—was liable to a fine of one-sixteenth of a dollar. 

From 1817 to 1827 the Board met in various offices in the vicinity of 

Wall Street. It was not until 1865, and a dozen or so moves in the meantime, 

that a permanent location was acquired at 10-12 Broad Street, which 

contained a large part of the trading floor as it is today. An adjoining office 

building which also contains an extension of the trading floor, known to 

irreverent members of the Exchange as ‘‘The Garage,’ was erected in 1922. 

In the year following adoption of the first Constitution in 1817, the 

young economy suffered from one of the periodic speculative sprees which 

intermittently plagued the nation for another century or more. Self-confidence 

and extravagance were outstanding national characteristics for many decades 

in American history—characteristics which successfully developed a lusty 

nation and which also got the country in trouble on more than one occasion. 

Westill have our self-confidence, but youthful extravagance has been replaced 

by the sense of responsibility which accompanies maturity. 

Securities speculation was only mildly in evidence in those days— 

actually, speculation embraced every phase of the country’s commercial 

life. The temper of the times precluded any long-range view except dynamic 

optimism—but optimism at times was carried too far. 

Rail securities ushered in a new era 

Trading in securities on the Exchange gradually increased, but it was not 

until the advent of railroad stocks in 1830 that a new era in American 

finance was opened. In August of that year the Mohawk & Hudson Railroad 

(later a part of the New York Central System) was started and its stock 

listed on the Exchange, the first railroad to have that distinction. In the 

next few decades rail lines were laid with prodigious rapidity and the 

securities of many of the new carriers were traded on the Exchange. 

The growth of our rail system, of course, was of tremendous importance 

to the growth of the country. Possibly even more important was the need 

for large amounts of capital to construct railroads and the emergence of 

the corporation as a dominant form of business enterprise. 

Rail securities quickly caught the public fancy: bonds, common stock 

and even preferred stock, the latter first issued about 1836. 

In 18387 Wall Street was crushed by financial disaster. Furious specu- 

lation in land and securities in 1836 culminated in the Panic of 1837, which 

threw into bankruptcy some of the strongest banks, financial houses, and 

business enterprises in the country. The Stock Exchange, incidentally, did 

business then in a former hayloft because of the great fire of December 

1835, which ravaged Wall Street. 

The tempo of the nation’s business life naturally slowed after 1837 but 

once again the country showed extraordinary recuperative powers. This was 

an era when trading and mercantile fortunes were being amassed, when 

gold was discovered in California, when the telegraph was perfected (later 

to become one of the most valuable tools of business and finance), and the 

spectacular speculator made his first appearance in Wall Street. 

The DL & W says ‘‘no” 

It was in these years that the Stock Exchange inaugurated its policy 

of asking for fiscal information about the companies whose securities were 

traded on the Exchange. Today, any corporation which wants to list its 

securities on the Exchange knows that this will involve public disclosure 

of pertinent financial information. But less than 100 years ago the Delaware, 

Lackawanna & Western Railroad, in response to a request for information 

15 
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from the Exchange, could reply: 

“The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. makes no reports and 

publishes no statements—and has not done anything of the kind for the 

last five years.” 

Contrast that attitude with the views expressed recently by Eugene 

Holman, Chairman of Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), who said 

that the development of better products at lower costs is a major social 

contribution by the corporation. He added: 

“But I think that the American people today expect more than that 

of companies—large or small. I think they believe we have a duty to be 

actively concerned about the whole society in which we operate. I believe that 

a large company especially has a duty to its shareholders to think continu- 

ally of the general welfare, not only to avoid actions contrary to public 

interest, but to take positive, constructive actions for the common good.” 

A few years later, in 1869, the Exchange adopted another rule of 

profound significance. Prior to then it was not unusual for a company 

to issue stock secretly as an aid to manipulation. The Exchange decided 

that the shares of all active stocks must be registered at some satisfactory 

agency in order that the public would know how many shares were out- 

standing. Erie Railroad thought so poorly of this innovation that the road 

refused to comply and its shares were removed from the list. A rival exchange 

known as the Erie Board was formed, but in a few months Hrie capitulated 

and its stock was back on the Big Board. 

New war renewed growth 

The Civil War opened the modern era in American finance. New fortunes 

had been accumulated during the War, the country had a rail net that 

was soon to link the East and Far West, the rebuilding of the South 

was undertaken and the West opened up, and the corporation was refined 

to the point where the nation’s first billion-dollar enterprise—U. 8. Steel 

Corporation—was formed at the turn of the century. The industrial revolution 

was pounding away at high speed. 

In 1860 a little more than $1,000,000,000 was invested in manufacturing; 

in less than 50 years the total had increased to more than $12,000,000,000. 

In 1860 there were some 1,500,000 industrial wage earners employed in the 

United States; less than 50 years later there were 5,500,000. During that 

same period, the value of manufactured products increased 15 times to 

$15,000,000,000. 

Before the nineteenth century ended America led the world in the 

quantity and value of her manufactured products. 

It was an era of intense speculation—and magnificent accomplishment. 

The driving power behind the empire building of this period were men 

whose names today are legendary—Jay Cooke, Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Hill, 

Rockefeller, Morgan, Harriman. They were often bitterly attacked for their 

methods—and often with justice—but they were great builders and great 

administrators, men with the creative imagination to build America’s 

industrial might. 

The philosophy that guided John D. Rockefeller in the creation of 

Standard Oil Company was probably shared by most of the early trust 

builders. It was believed simply that competition was inefficient and 

wasteful—and competition was destroyed with surgical precision. They 

recognized the value of integrating production, processing, transportation, 

and marketing. Similar thinking guided the formation of other trusts—the 

Harvester Trust, the Sugar Trust, the Tobacco Trust, the Steamship Trust, 

even an Ice Trust. Monopoly in those days was regarded as just good 

business sense. 

Most portentous: the Sherman Act 

Then in 1891 the Congress passed what one observer has described as 

“probably the most portentous single legislative act in the history of 

American capitalism: the passage of the Sherman Act against monopolies 

and combination in restraint of trade.” 

Today, of course, competition in the United States is an accepted 

fact. of economic life. 

Wall Street was the hub of all these activities—Wall Street writhing 

in the despair of Black Friday, 1869, when speculation in gold touched off 

a monumental panic; Wall Street pledging its resources to save the credit 

of the United States Government; Wall Street, where an English lawyer 

pyramided a handful of cheap mining shares into a $13,000,000 fortune; 

Wall Street providing the money to build a nation. 

The pulse of Wall Street was the New York Stock Exchange, mirroring 

the nation’s business tempo, the hopes and fears of speculators and investors, 

providing the market place without which the flood of securities which 

financed growth could never have been sold. 

Some highlights in Stock Exchange history in that period included: 

1863, when the name “New York Stock Exchange” was adopted; 1868, 

when memberships were made saleable; 1869, when a new constitution 

was adopted; 1871, when the call market was replaced by the continuous 

suction market; 1879, when the first telephones were installed in the 

Exchange; 1886, when a day’s volume topped 1,000,000 shares for the 

first time; 1892, when the Exchange established the right to select the 

telegraph company or companies which would distribute its quotations. 

Control of the ticker quotation system carried a great deal more 

importance than appears at first glance. For decades the Stock Exchange 

fought the ‘‘bucket-shops’—alleged brokerage firms whose main function 

in life was to fleece the public. Access to Stock Exchange quotations was 

essential to the operation of the ‘“‘bucket-shop,”’ so the Exchange removed 

tickers and wires from fraudulent nonmember concerns all over the country. 

Some of these firms had even obtained a license from the State in which 

they were operating. Today, thanks to this control, the “bucket-shop”’ is 

extinct in the United States. 

In the past fifty years Wall Street and the Stock Exchange have 

weathered two wars, the biggest bull market and the worst depression in 

our history, Congressional investigations, Federal regulations, and taxation. 

Wall Street and the Exchange, though, are still doing business today, 

still financing American industry, still providing a public market place 

where the securities of the nation’s leading corporations are bought and 

sold fairly, honestly, and efficiently. 

Wall Street has outlived the abuses which reached a climax in 1929. 

The Stock Exchange and its members—self-regulated more meticulously 

than any other business group—have never enjoyed greater public esteem. 

The old wall that once formed a barricade across the tip of Manhattan 

Island has long since disappeared and Wall Street itself is no longer bounded 

by Trinity Church and the East River bulkheads. 

Today Wall Street extends into every Main Street in the country, for 

it is Wall Street and the Stock Exchange which enable millions and millions 

of American families and individuals to own their share in the industrial 

might which keeps this nation strong and free. 
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BNP MANUFACTURING CORP. 

Consolidated Balance Sheet—December 31, 19xx 

ASSETS 

US] Government occunitless ny) ian en 

Accounts Receivable (Less reserves)..............-. 

Inventories (at lower of cost or market)............. 

ROTA CURRENTMASSE etre yan eee enn ere 

INVESTMENT IN AFFILIATED Company—Not consolidated 

(at cost, not in excess of net assets)...............-. 

OTHER INVESTMENTS—aT Cost, less than market....... 

PrAnr IMPROVnMENG HIGIND sense nat) oe ces nme 

Property, PLANT, AND EQuIPMENT: 

(COS te eee as er ure eran, occa $8,000,000 

Less Reserve for Depreciation........... 5,000,000 

UA fronted BY SYOW ENON Tate eS eovner Ba merino ANCL, mn tN in 

$ 2,000,000 

1,000,000 

2,000,000 

2,000,000 

$ 7,000,000 

200,000 

100,000 

550,000 

$ 3,000,000 

50,000 

100,000 

100,000 

$11,100,000 

ITEM 

16 

1? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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LIABILITIES 

CurRENT LIABILITIES! 

ANCCOUM LSM ay all Ome e ene hoes sedan ee ech ica aenreney ern, $ 300,000 

INGGRUCG MAKES! a. Shee eer ae noamtn rnc o tars ai ao erates 800,000 

Accrued Wages, Interest, and other Expenses........ 370,000 

ToraL CuRRENT LIABILITIES.............. $ 1,470,000 

First Morteace Sinkine Funp Bonps, 34% Dus 1972 2,000,000 

RESERVE FOR CONTINGENCIBS.......-...---+--+++--- 200,000 

CapITAL STockK: 

5% Preferred Stock (authorized and issued 10,000 

shares of $100 par value)............. $1,000,000 

Common Stock (authorized and issued 400,000 

Sharesiolmo pal, Value) teeter = $1,000,000 2,000,000 

SURPLUS: 

Capital (arising from sale of common capital stock at 

price in excess of stated value).......... $1,900,000 

Earned (undistributed profits)............ $3,530,000 5,430,000 

AP ODATS, Se aa pee en a ny ened eae ae $11,100,000 

HOW TO READ A BALANCE SHEET 
Coidensed from “How to Read a Financial Report?’ * 

If you are one of the many people who are intimidated by such compilations 

of figures as the Federal budget or the annual report of a large corporation, 

we believe you will find this article helpful. For it explains, in clear and 

simple language, how to interpret the facts and figures in a financial report 

with a view to determining not only the soundness of the company’s 

operation but also the attractiveness of its securities. 

This explanation is not for accountants and others who already know 

the fundamentals of bookkeeping. Rather it is designed to be useful to 

the layman who wants to know all he can about the companies in which 

he owns shares or is considering to become a stockholder. 

Accountants, like all other professional men, have developed a 

specialized vocabulary. Sometimes this is helpful and sometimes plain con- 

fusing. But there are really only a score or so of technical terms that you 

will have to get straight in mind. After that is done the whole foggy business 

will begin to clear, and in no time at all you'll be able to talk as wisely 

as the next fellow. More important still, you’ll be much better fitted to 

‘Snvestigate—then invest.” 

Let’s have a look at a sample balance sheet and how it is put together. 

This particular report is neither the simplest that could be issued nor the 

most complicated. It is a good average sample of the kind of report issued by 

an up-to-date manufacturing company. 

Note particularly that the balance sheet represents the situation as it 

stood on one particular day, December 31, 19xx, not the record of a year’s 

operation. This balance sheet is broken into two parts; on the left are shown 

“Assets” and on the right ‘‘Liabilities.”” Under the asset column you will 

find listed the value of things either owned by or owed to the company. Under 

* Cappriwat 1959 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. 

liabilities are listed the things the company owes to others, plus reserves, 

surplus, and the stated value of the stockholders’ interest in the company. 

One frequently hears the comment, ‘‘Well, I don’t see what good a 

balance sheet is anyway, because the assets and liabilities are always the 

same whether the company is successful or not.” 

It is true that they always balance and, by itself, a balance sheet doesn’t 

tell much until it is analyzed. Fortunately, we can make a balance sheet tell 

its story without too much effort—and it is often an extremely revealing 

story, particularly if we compare the records of several years. 

ASSETS: The first notation on the asset side of the balance sheet is 

“Current Assets” (item 1). In general, current assets include cash and things 

that can be turned into cash in a hurry, or that in the normal course of 

business will be turned into cash in the reasonably near future, usually 

within a year. 

Item 2 on our sample sheet is ‘‘Cash.’’ Cash is just what you would 

expect—bills and silver in the till and money on deposit in the bank. 

“Umited States Government Securities” is item 3. The general practice 

is to show securities listed as current assets at cost or market value, which- 

ever is lower. The figure, for all reasonable purposes, represents the amount 

by which total cash could be easily increased if the company wanted to sell 

these securities. 

The next entry is ‘‘Accownts Receivable’ (item 4). Here we find the total 

amount of money owed to the company by its regular business customers 

and collectible within the next year. Most of the money is owed to the 

company by its customers for goods that the company delivered on credit. 

If this were a department store instead of a manufacturer, what you owed 
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the store on your charge account would be included here. Because some 

people fail to pay their bills, the company sets up a reserve for doubtful 

accounts which it subtracts in advance from all the money owed. 

Item 5, ‘Inventories’ is the value the company places on the supplies 

it owns. The inventory of a manufacturer may contain raw materials that it 

uses in making the things it sells, partially finished goods in process of 

manufacture, and, finally, completed merchandise that is ready to sell. 

Several methods are used to arrive at the value placed on these various 

items. The most common is to value them at their cost or present market 

value, whichever is lower. You can be reasonably confident that the figure 

given is right if the company’s report is certified by a reputable firm of public 

accountants. 

Next on the asset side is ‘‘Total Current Assets ’’ (item 6). This is an 

important item, because the difference between current assets and current 

liabilities tells the amount of working capital available to the company. 

“Investment in Affiliated Company”’ (item 7) represents the cost to our 

parent company of the capital stock of its subsidiary or affiliated company. 

A subsidiary is simply one company that is controlled by another through 

stock ownership. Most corporations that own other companies outright 

lump the figures in a ‘Consolidated Balance Sheet.’’ This means that under 

cash, for example, one would find a total figure that represented all of the 

cash of the parent company and of its wholly owned subsidiary. This is a 

perfectly reasonable procedure because all of the money is controlled by the 

same persons. When a wholly owned subsidiary is not consolidated, you can 

usually assume that it is in another line of business or foreign-based. 

Our typical company shows that it has “Other Investments’ (item 8) 

in addition to its affiliated company. Somethimes good marketable securities 

other than Government bonds are carried as current assets, but the more 

conservative practice is to list these other security holdings separately. If 

they have been bought as a permanent investment, they will always be 

shown by themselves. ‘At cost, less than market”? means that our company 

paid $100,000 for these other investments, but they are now worth more. 

Among our assets is a “Plant Improvement Fund” (tem 9). Of course, 

this item does not appear in all company balance sheets, but is typical of 

special funds that companies set up for one purpose or another. For example, 

money set aside to pay off part of the bonded debt of a company might be 

segregated into a special fund. The money our directors have put aside to 

improve the plant would often be invested in Government bonds. 

FIXED ASSETS: The next item (10), is ‘Property, Plant, and Equipment,” 

but it might just as well be labeled ‘‘Fixed Assets,’’ as these terms are used 

more or less interchangeably. Under item 10, the report gives the value of 

land, buildings, and machinery, and such movable things as trucks, 

furniture, and hand tools. Historically, probably more sins were committed 

against this balance sheet item than any other. 

The most common practice today is to list fixed assets at cost. Often 

there is no ready market for most of the things that fall under this heading, 

so it is not possible to give market value. A good report will tell what is 

included under fixed assets and how it has been valued. If the value has been 

increased by “write-up” or decreased by ‘“‘write-down,”’ a footnote explana- 

tion is usually given. A “write-up” might occur, for instance, if the value of 

real estate increased substantially. A ‘‘write-down’”’ might follow the 

invention of a new machine that put an important part of the company’s 

Papen tt4seo, 

et 

equipment out of date. 

DEPRECIATION: Naturally, all of the fixed property of a company will 

wear out in time (except, of course, non-agricultural land). In recognition 

of this fact, companies set up a “Reserve for Depreciation” (item 11). If a 

trick costs $4,000 and is expected to last four years, its value as an asset will 

depreciate at the rate of $1,000 a year. 

Two other terms also frequently occur in connection with depreciation 

—‘‘depletion”’ and ‘obsolescence.’ Companies may lump depreciation, 

depletion, and obsolescence under a single title or list them separately. 

“Depletion” is a term used primarily by mining and oil companies 

(or any of the so-called extractive industries). Deplete means exhaust or 

use up. As the oil or other natural resource is used up, a reserve is set up to 

compensate for the natural wealth the company no longer owns. This reserve 

is set up in recognition of the fact that as the company sells its natural 

product, it must get back not only the cost of extracting but also the original 

cost of the natural resource. 

“Obsolescence” represents the loss in value because a piece of property 

lost its usefulness before it wore out. Airplanes are modern examples of assets 

that tend to get behind the times long before the parts wear out. (Women 

and husbands will be familiar with the speed at which ladies’ hats ‘“‘obsolesce.”’) 

In our sample balance sheet, we have placed the reserve for depreciation 

under fixed assets and then subtracted, giving us ‘‘Net Property’ (item 12), 

which we add into the asset column. Sometimes, companies put the reserve 

for depreciation in the liability column. As you can see, the effect is just the 

same whether it is subtracted from assets or added to liabilities. 

The manufacturer whose balance sheet we use rents a New York 

showroom and pays his rent yearly in advance. Consequently, he has listed 

under assets “‘Prepayments”’ (item 13). This is listed as an asset because he 

has paid for the use of the showroom, but has not yet received the benefit 

from its use. The use is something coming to the firm in the following year 

and hence is an asset. The dollar value of this asset will decrease by one- 

twelfth each month during the subsequent year. 

“Deferred Charges” (item 14) represents a type of expenditure similar 

to prepayment. For example, our manufacturer brought out a new product 

last year, spending $100,000 introducing it to the market. As the benefit 

from this expenditure will be returned over months or even years to come, 

the manufacturer did not think it reasonable to charge the full expenditure 

against costs during 19xx. He has ‘‘deferred’”’ the charges and will write 

the off gradually. 

INTANGIBLES: The last entry in our asset column is ‘‘Patents and Good 

Will” Gtem 15). If our company were a young one, set up to manufacture 

some new patented product, it would probably carry its patents at a sub- 

stantial figure. In fact, “intangibles” of both old and new companies are 

often of great but generally unmeasurable worth. 

Company practice varies considerably in assigning value to intangibles. 

Reynolds Tobacco, despite the tremendous good will that has been built up 

for Camel cigarettes, has reduced all its intangibles to the nominal $1. Some 

of the big cigarette companies, on the contrary, place a high dollar value 

on the good will their brand names enjoy. Companies that spend a lot for re- 

search and the development of new products are more inclined than others 

to reflect this fact in the value assigned to patents, license agreements, etc. 

LIABILITIES: The liability side of the balance sheet is a little tricky at 
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first glance. Several of the entries simply don’t sound like liabilities by any 

ordinary definition of the term. 

The first item on the liability side of any balance sheet is usually 

“Current Liabilities’ (item 16). This a companion to the ‘‘Current Assets’’ 

item and generally includes all debts that fall due within the next year. The 

relation between current assets and current liabilities is one of the most 

revealing things to be learned from the balance sheet, but we will go into 

that quite thoroughly later on. 

“Accounts Payable’ (item 17) represents the money that the company 

owes to its ordinary business creditors—unpaid bills for materials, supplies, 

insurance, and the like. If the money is owed to a bank or other lender, it 

would appear on the balance sheet under “‘Notes Payable.” 

Item 18, “Accrued Tazes,’’ is the tax bill that the company estimates 

it still owes for the past year, 19xx. We have lumped all taxes in our balance 

sheet, as many companies do. However, sometimes you will find each type 

of tax given separately. If the detailed procedure is followed, the description 

of the tax is usually quite sufficient to identify the separate item. 

Accounts Payable was defined as the money the company owed to its 

regular business creditors. The company also owes, on any given day, wages 

to its own employees; interest to its bondholders and to banks from which 

it may have borrowed money; fees to its attorneys; pensions, etc. These 

are all totaled under “Accrued Wages, Interest, and other Expenses’ (item 19). 

“Total Current Liabilities’ (item 20) is simply the sum of everything 

that the company owed on December 31 that must be paid in the next 

twelve months. 

It is quite clear that all the things discussed above are liabilities. The 

rest of the entries on the liability side of the balance sheet, however, do not 

seem at first glance to be liabilities. 

Our balance sheet shows that the company, on December 31, had 

$2,000,000 of 314 per cent First Mortgage Bonds outstanding (item 21). 

Legally, the money received by a company when it sells bonds is considered 

a loan to the company. Therefore, it is obvious that the company owes to the 

bondholders an amount equal to the face value or the “call price’’ of the 

bonds it has outstanding. The call price is a figure, usually larger than the 

face value of the bonds, at which the company can ‘‘call”’ the bonds in from 

the bond holders and pay them off before they ordinarily fall due. The date 

that often occurs as part of the name of a bond is the date at which the 

company has promised to pay off the loan from the bondholders. 

RESERVES: The next heading, “Reserve for Contingencies’ (item 22), 

sounds more like an asset than a liability. ‘“My reserves,’ you might say, 

“are dollars in the bank, and dollars in the bank are assets.” 

No one would deny that you have something there. In fact, the 

corporation treasurer also has his reserve for contingencies balanced by 

either cash or some kind of unspecified investment on the asset side of the 

ledger. His reason for setting up a reserve on the liability side of the balance 

sheet is a precaution against making his financial position seem better than 

it is. He decided that the company might have to pay out this money during 

the coming year if certain things happen. If he did not set up the “‘reserve,”’ 

his surplus would appear larger by an amount equal to his reserve. 

CAPITAL STOCK: Below reserves there is a major heading: “Capital 

Stock’’ (item 23). Companies may have one type of security outstanding, 

or they may have a dozen. All the issues that represent shares of ownership 

are capital regardless of what they are called on the balance sheet—pre- 

ferred stock, preference stock, common stock, founders’ shares, capital 

stock, ete. 

Our typical company has one issue of 5 per cent “Preferred Stock’”’ 

(item 24). It is called ‘‘preferred’”’ because those who own it have a right to 

dividends and assets before the ‘common’ stockholders—that is, the 

holders are in a preferred position as owners. Usually preferred stockholders 

do not have a voice in company affairs unless the company fails to pay them 

dividends at the promised rate. Their rights to dividends are almost always 

“cumulative”. This simply means that all past dividends must be paid 

before the other stockholders receive anything. 

Preferred stockholders are not creditors of the company, so it can 

not properly be said that the company ‘‘owes” them the values of their 

holdings. However, in case the company decided to go out of business, 

preferred stockholders would have a prior claim on anything that was 

left in the company treasury after all of the creditors, including the 

bondholders, were paid off. 

“Common Stock’? (item 25) is simple enough as far as definition 

is concerned. It represents the rights of the ordinary owner of the 

company. Each company has as many owners as it has stockholders. 

The proportion of the company that each stockholder owns is determined 

by the number of shares he has. However, neither the book value of 

a no par common stock nor the par value of an issue that has a given 

par can be considered as representing either the original sale price, 

the market value, or what would be left for the stockholders if the: 

company were liquidated. 

SURPLUS: The last major heading on the liability side of the balance sheet 

is “Surplus” (item 26). The surplus, of course, is not a liability in the 

popular sense at all. It represents, on our balance sheet, the difference 

between the stated value of our common stock and the net assets behind 

the stock. 

Two different kinds of surplus frequently appear on company balance 

sheets, and our company has both kinds. The first type listed is “Capital 

surplus (item 27) of $1,900,000, which the balance sheet explains arose from 

selling the stock at a higher cost per share than is given as its stated value. 

A little arithmetic shows that the common stock is carried on the books at 

$2.50 a share, while the capital surplus amounts to $4.75 a share. From this 

we know that the company actually received an average of $7.25 net a 

share for the stock when it was sold. 

In addition to the capital surplus, our company also has an “Harned” 

surplus (item 28). Harned surplus is roughly similar to your own savings. 

To the corporation, earned surplus is that part of net income which has not 

been paid to stockholders as dividends. It still “belongs” to the stockholders, 

just as your savings account belongs to you, but the directors have decided 

that it is best for the company and the stockholders to keep it in the 

business. The surplus may be invested in the plant just as you might invest 

part of your savings in your home. It may also be cash or securities. 

FOOTNOTES: Most people do not like to read footnotes because they 

distract from the main theme, are usually complicated, and almost always 

in small hard-to-read type. However, footnotes are important in company 

reports and should be studied. Many companies point out: ““The accompany- 

ing footnotes are an integral part of the financial statements.”’ 
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$10,000,000 

8,400,000 

$ 1,600,000 

275,000 

$ 1,875,000 

90,000 

$ 1,785,000 

678,300 

$ 1,106,700 

650,000 

$ 456,700 

3,073,300 

$ 3,530,000 

HOW TO READ AN INCOME STATEMENT 
Condensed from “How to Read a Financial Report” x3 

THE INCOME STATEMENT: The fundamental soundness of a company, 

as shown by its balance sheet, is important to investors, but of even greater 

interest is the record of its operation. Its financial structure shows much of 

its ability to weather storms and pick up speed when times are good. It is 

the income record, however, that shows us how a company is actually doing 

and gives us our best guide to the future. 

The “Statement of Consolidated Income and Earned Surplus’ account 

of our company is printed on page 26. If we follow the items given there, we 

will find out just how our company earned its money, what it did with its 

earnings, and what it all means in terms of our three classes of securities. 

We have used a combined income and surplus statement because that 

is the form most frequently followed by industrial companies. However, 

sometimes the two statements are given separately. Also, a variety of names 

are used to describe this same part of the financial report. Sometimes it is 

called “profit and loss account,”’ sometimes “record of earnings,’’ and often 

simply “income account.” They are all the same animal. 

The details that you will find on different income statements also vary 

a great deal. Some companies show only eight or ten separate items, while 

others will give a page or more of closely spaced entries that break down 

each individual type of revenue or cost. We have tried to strike a balance 

between extremes—to give the major items that are in most income state- 

ments, omitting details that are interesting only to the expert analyst. 

The most important source of revenue always makes up the first item 

on the income statement. In our company it is ““Net Sales’’ (item ‘‘a’’). If it 

were a railroad or a utility instead of a manufacturer, this item would be 

called “gross revenues.” In any case it represents the money paid into the 

company by its customers. Net sales are given to show that the figure 

represents the amount of money actually received after allowing for 

discounts and returned goods. 

* Copyright 1959 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. 

Net sales or gross revenues, you will note, are given before any kind of 

miscellaneous revenue that might have been received from investments, 

the sale of company property, tax refunds, or the like. A well-prepared 

income statement is always set up this way so that the stockholder can 

estimate the success of the company in fulfilling its major job of selling goods 

or service. If this were not so, you could not tell whether the company was 

really losing or making money on its operations, particularly over the last 

few years, when tax rebates and other unusual things have often had great 

influence on final net income figures. 

COST OF SALES: A general heading ‘Cost of Sales and Other Operating 

Expenses”’ (item “‘b’’) is characteristic of a manufacturing company, but a 

utility company or railroad would call these things ‘operating expenses.”’ 

The most important subdivision is “Cost of Goods Sold’ (item “‘c’’). 

Included under cost of goods sold are all the expenses that go directly into 

the manufacture of the products the company sells—raw materials, wages, 

freight, power, and rent. We have lumped these expenses together, as many 

companies do. Sometimes, however, you will find each item listed separately. 

Analyzing a detailed income account is a pretty technical operation and 

should be left to the expert. 

We have shown separately, opposite ‘“‘d’’, the ‘Selling, Administrative, 

and General Hxpenses’” of the past year. Unfortunately, there is little 

uniformity among companies in their treatment of these important non- 

manufacturing costs. Our figure includes the expenses of management, that 

is, executive salaries and clerical costs; commissions and salaries paid to 

salesmen; advertising expenses, and the like. 

“Depreciation” (“e’’) shows us the amount that the company trans- 

ferred from income during 19xx to the depreciation reserve that appears 

as item 11 on the balance sheet (page 20). Depreciation must be 

charged against income unless the company is going to live on its own fat— 
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something that no company can do for long and stay out of bankruptcy. 

MAINTENANCE: “Maintenance and Repairs’’ (item “‘f’’) represents the 

money spent to keep the plant in good operating order. For example, a 

truck must be kept running day by day. The cost of new tires, recharging 

the battery, painting, and mechanical repairs are all maintenance costs. 

Despite this day-to-day work on the truck, the company must still provide 

for the time when it wears out—hence the reserve for depreciation. 

You can readily understand from your own experience the close 

connection between maintenance and depreciation. If you do not take good 

care of your own car, you will have to buy a new one sooner than you would 

if you maintained it well. Corporations face the same problem with all 

their equipment. If they do not do a good job of maintenance, much more 

will have to be set aside for depreciation to replace the abused tools and 

property. 

Taxes are always with us. A profitable company always pays at least 

two types of taxes. One group of taxes is paid without regard to profits 

and includes real estate taxes, excise taxes, social security, and the like 

(item ‘“g’”). As these payments are a definite part of the cost of doing 

business, they must be included before we can determine the ‘Profit from 

Operations”’ (item “‘h’’). 

Profit from Operations tells us what the company made from manufactur- 

ing and selling it products. It is an interesting figure to investors because 

it indicates how efficiently and successfully the company operates in its 

primary purpose as a creator of wealth. 

As a glance at the income net will tell you, there are still a lot of 

other items to be deducted before the stockholders can hope to get anything. 

You can also easily imagine that for many companies these other items 

may spell the difference between profit and loss. For these reasons we use 

profit from operations as an indicator of progress in manufacturing and 

merchandising efficiency, not as a standard of judging the investment 

quality of securities. 

Miscellaneous income not connected with the major purpose of the 

company is generally listed after profit from operations. There are quite a 

number of ways that corporations increase their income, including interest 

and dividends on securities they own, fees for special services performed, 

royalties on patents they allow others to use, and, sometimes, tax refunds. 

Our income statement shows ‘‘Other Income” as item ‘i’, under which is 

shown income from “Royalties and Dividends’”’ (item ‘‘j’’) and, as a separate 

entry, “Interest”? (item ‘‘k’”) which the company received from its bond 

investments. The ‘‘Total’”’ of other income (item ‘‘l’’) shows us how much 

B.N.P. Manufacturing Corp. received from so-called ‘‘outside’’ activities 

plus profit from operations. Corporations with diversified interests often 

receive tremendous amounts of “‘other income.” 

INTEREST CHARGES: There is one other class of expenses which should 

be deducted from income before we can determine the base on which taxes 

are paid, and that is ‘Interest Charges” (item ‘“‘m’’). As our company has 

$2,000,000 worth of 344 percent bonds outstanding, it will pay ‘‘Interest 

on Funded Debt” of $70,000 (item ‘‘n’’). During the year the company also 

borrowed money from the bank on which the company, of course, paid 

interest, shown as “‘Other Interest’’ (item ‘‘o’’). 

“Income Before Provision for Federal Income Taxes’ (item ‘“‘p’’) is an 

interesting figure for historical comparison. It shows us how profitable the 

company was in its over-all operations. A comparison of this entry over a 

period of years will enable you to see how well the company had been doing 

as a business institution before the Government stepped in for its share of 

net earnings. Federal taxes have varied so much in recent years that earnings 

before taxes are often a real help in judging business progress. 

A few paragraphs back we mentioned that a profitable corporation pays 

two general types of taxes. We have already discussed those that are paid 

without reference to profits. “‘Provision for Federal Income Taxes’ (item 

‘‘q”) is ordinarily figured on the total income of the company after normal 

business expenses, so it appears on our income account below these charges. 

Bond interest, for example, as it is interest on a loan, is deducted before- 

hand. Preferred and common stock dividends, which are “profits” that go 

to owners of the company, come after all charges and taxes. 

NET INCOME: After we have deducted all our expenses and income taxes 

from total income, we get ‘““Net Income’’ (item “‘r’’). Net income is perhaps 

the most interesting figure of all to the investor. Net income is the amount 

available to pay dividends on the preferred and common stock. From the 

balance sheet we have learned a good deal about the company’s stability 

and soundness of structure; from net profit from operations we judge 

whether the company is improving in industrial efficiency. Net income tells 

us whether the securities of the company are likely to be a profitable 

investment. 

The figure given for a single year is not nearly the whole story, however. 

As we have noted before, the historical record is usually more important 

then the figure for any given year. This is just as true of net income as any 

other item. So many things change from year to year that care must be taken 

not to draw hasty conclusions. During World War II and more recently, 

excess profits taxes had a tremendous effect on the earnings of many 

companies. In some years, ‘‘earry-back tax credits” allowed some companies 

to show a net profit despite the fact that they had operated at a loss. Even 

net income can be a misleading figure unless one examines it carefully. A 

rough and easy way of judging how ‘‘sound”’ a figure it is would be to 

compare it with previous years. 

The investor in stocks has a vital interest in ‘‘Dividends’’ (item “‘s’’). 

The first dividend that our company must pay is that on its ‘Preferred 

Stock” (item “‘t’’). Some companies will even pay preferred dividends out 

of earned surplus accumulated in the past if the net income is not large 

enough, but such a company is skating on thin ice unless the situation is 

most unusual. 

The directors of our company decided to pay dividends totaling 

$400,000 on the ‘Common Stock,” or $1 a share (item ‘‘u’’). As we have 

noted before, the amount of dividends paid is not determined by net income, 

but by a decision of the stockholder’s representatives—the company 

directors. Common dividends, just like preferred dividends, can be paid out 

of surplus if there is little or no net income. Sometimes companies do this 

if they have a long history of regular payments and don’t want to spoil 

the record because of some special temporary situation that caused them to 

lose money. This occurs even less frequently and is more “‘dangerous”’ than 

paying preferred dividends out of surplus. 

It is much more common, on the contrary, to ‘‘plow earnings back into 

the business’’—a phrase you frequently see on the financial pages and in 

company reports. The directors of our typical company have decided to 

pay only $1 on the common stock, though net income would have permitted 

them to pay much more. They decided that the company should ‘save’ 

the difference for use as the business grows. 

The next entry on our income account, ‘‘Provision for Contingencies” 

(item ‘‘v’’), shows us where our reserve for contingencies came from. The 

treasurer of our typical company has put the provision for contingencies 

after dividends. This is sound bookkeeping practice, although some 

companies place this item before net income. 

All the net income that was not paid out as dividends or set aside for 

contingencies is shown as ‘‘Balance Carried to Earned Surplus” (item ‘“‘w’’). 

In other words, it is kept in the business. In previous years the company 

had also earned more than it paid out, so it had already accumulated by the 
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beginning of 19xx an earned surplus of $3,073,300 (item “‘x’’). When we add 

the earned surplus accumulated during 19xx to the earned surplus that the 

company had at the first of the year, we get the total earned surplus at the 

end of the year (item “‘y’’). You will notice that the total here is the same as 

item 28 on the balance sheet. 

Not all companies combine their income and surplus statement. When 

they do not, you will find that “net income” and “balance carried to 

surplus” are the last items on the income statement. The statement of 

surplus will appear as a third section of the corporation’s financial report. 

A separate surplus statement might be used if the company shifted funds 

for reserves to surplus during the year or made any other major changes in 

its method of treating the surplus account. 

ANALYZING THE INCOME STATEMENT: The income statement, 

like the balance sheet, will tell us a lot more if we make a few detailed 

comparisons. The size of the totals on an income statement doesn’t mean 

much by itself. A company can have hundreds of millions of dollars in net 

sales and be a very bad investment. On the other hand, even a very modest 

profit may make a security attractive if there is only a small number of 

shares outstanding. 

Before you select a company for investment, you will want to know 

something of its margin of profit and how this figure has changed over the 

years. Finding the margin of profit is very simple. We just divide the profit 

from operations (item ‘‘h’’) by net sales (item “‘a’’). The figure we get (0.16) 

shows us that the company made a profit of 16 percent from operations. By 

itself, though, this is not very helpful. We can make it significant in two 

ways. 

In the first place, we can compare it with the margin of profit in previous 

years. Changes in profit margin can reflect changes in efficiency as well as 

changes in products manufactured or in types of customer served. Secondly, 

we can also compare our company with other companies that do a similar 

type of business. If the margin of profit of our company is very low in 

comparison with other companies in the same field, it is an unhealthy sign. 

Naturally, if it is high, we have grounds to be optimistic. 

Analysts also frequently use “operating ratio’ for the same purpose. 

The operating ratio is the complement of the margin of profit. The margin 

of profit of our typical company is 16 per cent. The operating ratio is 84 

per cent. You can find the operating ratio either by subtracting the margin of 

profit from 100 or dividing the total of operating costs ($8,400,000) by net 

sales ($10,000,000). 

The margin of profit figure and the operating ratio, like all those ratios 

we examined in connection with the balance sheet, give us general informa- 

tion about the company and help us judge its prospects for the future. All 

these comparisons have significance for the long term, as they tell us about 

the fundamental economic condition of the company. But you still have the 

right to ask: ‘Are the securities good investments for me now?”’ 

Investors, as opposed to speculators, are primarily interested in two 

things. The first is safety for their capital, and the second is regularity of 

income. They are also interested in the rate of return on their investment, 

but, as you will see, the rate of return will be affected by the importance 

placed on safety and regularity. High income implies risk. Safety must be 

bought by accepting a lower return. 

The safety of any security is determined primarily by the earnings of 

the company that are available to pay interest or dividends on the particular 

issue. Again, though, round dollar figures aren’t of much help to us. What 

we want to know is the relationship between the total money available and 

the requirements for each of the securities issued by the company. 

INTEREST COVERAGE: As the bonds of our company represent part of 

its debt, the first thing we want to know is how easily the company can pay 

the interest. From the income statement we see that the company had total 

income of $1,875,000 (item “‘l’’). The interest charge on our bonds each year 

is $70,000 (314 percent of $2,000,000—item 21 on the balance sheet). 

Dividing total income by bond interest charges ($1,875,000 by $70,000) 

shows us that the company earned its bond interest 26 times over. Even 

after income taxes, bond interest was earned 17 times, a method of testing 

employed by conservative analysts. Before an industrial bond should be 

considered a safe investment, most analysts say that the company should 

earn interest charges several times over, so our company has a wide margin 

of safety. 

To calculate the preferred dividend coverage (i.e., the number of times 

preferred dividends were earned), we must use net income as our base, as 

Federal income taxes and all interest charges must be paid before anything 

is available for stockholders. Since we have 10,000 shares of $100 par value 

of preferred stock that pays a dividend of 5 per cent, the total dividend 

requirement for the preferred stock is $50,000 (items 24 on the balance sheet 

and “‘t” on the income statement). The example shows us that the pre- 

ferred dividends were earned 22 times over. This is also a very safe ratio, as 

4 times is usually considered adequate for industrial companies. Railroad and 

utility ratios are often lower, as we noted before. 

EARNINGS PER COMMON SHARE: The buyer-of common stocks is 

often more concerned with the earnings per share of his stock than he is with 

the dividend. It is usually earnings per share or, rather, prospective earnings 

per share, that influence stock market prices. Our income statement does 

not show the earnings available for the common stock, so we must calculate 

it ourselves. It is net income less preferred dividends (item ‘‘r’’ minus item 

“t”’), or $1,056,700. From the balance sheet we know that there are 400,000 

shares outstanding, so the company earned about $2.64 per share. 

All these ratios have been calculated for a single year. It cannot be 

emphasized too strongly, however, that the ‘‘record”’ is more important to 

the investor than the report of any single year. By all the tests we have 

employed, both the bonds and the preferred stock of our typical company 

appear to be very sound securities. The investor would want to look back, 

however, to determine whether 19xx operations were reasonably typical of 

the company. 

Bonds and preferred stocks that are very safe usually sell at pretty high 

prices, so the yield to the investor is small. For example, if our company has 

been showing about the same coverage on its preferred dividends for many 

years and there is good reason to believe that the future will be similar, the 

company would probably try to call its old 5 per cent preferred and sell a 

new 4 per cent stock. 

STOCK PRICES: As the common stock does not receive a guaranteed 

dividend, its market value is determined by a great variety of influences 

in addition to the present yield of the stock measured by its dividends. The 

stock market, by bringing together buyers and sellers from all over the world 

reflects their composite judgment of the present and future value of the 

stock. There is one important ratio that every common stock buyer considers. 

That is the ratio of earnings to market price. 

The so-called ‘“price-earnings ratio’’ is simply the earnings per share on 

the common stock divided into the market price. Our typical company earned 

$2.64 a common share in 19xx. If the stock were selling at $30 a share, its 

price earnings ratio would be about 11.4. This is the basic figure that you 

would want to use in viewing the record of this stock over a period of years 

and in comparing the common stock of this particular company with other 

similar stocks. 

Selecting common stocks for investment cannot be done without 

studying other factors in addition to what we can learn from financial 

statements. The economics of the country and the particular industry must 

be considered. The management of the company must be studied and its 

plans for the future assessed. Information about these other things is not in 

the financial report. These other facts must be gleaned from the press, from 

the financial services, or supplied by some research organization. 
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A GLOSSARY OF 
INVESTMENT 

TERMS 

|face value 

ANNUAL REPORT: The formal financial statement issued yearly by a 

corporation to its share owners. The annual report shows assets, liabilities, 

earnings— how the company stood at the close of the business year and how 

it fared profit-wise during the year. 

BEAR: Someone who believes the market will decline. (See: Bull) 

BID and ASKED: Often referred to as a quotation or quote. The bid is the 

highest price anyone has declared that he wants to pay for a security at a 

given time; the asked is the lowest price anyone will take at the same time. 

(See: Quotation) 

BIG BOARD: A popular term for the N.Y. Stock Exchange. 

BLUE CHIP: Common stock in a company known nationally for the 

quality and wide acceptance of its products or services, and for its ability 

to make money and pay dividends in good times and bad. Usually such 

stocks are relatively high priced and offer relatively low yields. 

BOND: Basically an IOU or promissory note of a corporation, usually issued 

in multiples of $1,000, although $100 and $500 denominations are not 

uncommon. A bond is evidence of a debt on which the issuing company 

usually promises to pay the bondholders a specified amount of interest for 

a specified length of time, and to repay the loan on the expiration date. In 

every case, a bond represents debt—its holder is a creditor of the corporation 

and not a part owner as is the shareholder. 

BROKER: An agent, often a member of a Stock Exchange firm or an 

Exchange member himself, who handles the public’s orders to buy and sell 

securities or commodities. For this service a commission is charged. 

BULL: One who believes the market will rise. (See: Bear) 

CALL: (See: Puts and Calls) 

CAPITAL GAIN or CAPITAL LOSS: Profit or loss from the sale of a 

capital asset. A capital gain may be either short-term (6 months or less) or 

long-term (more than 6 months). A short-term capital gain is taxed at the 

reporting individual’s full income tax rate. A long-term capital gain is taxed 

at a maximum of 25 per cent, depending on the reporting individual’s tax 

bracket. Up to $1,000 of net capital loss—that is, when you sell securities 

at a lower price than you paid for them—is deductible from the individual’s 

taxable income during the year reported. If the capital loss is more than 

$1,000, as much as $1,000 annually is deductible in each of the next five 

years. The amount of capital loss which may be deducted is reduced by the 

amount of any capital gain. 

COMMON STOCK: Securities which represent an ownership interest in a 

corporation. If the company has also issued preferred stock, both common 

and preferred have ownership rights, but the preferred normally has prior 

claim on dividends and, in the event of liquidation, assets. Claims of both 

common and preferred stockholders are junior to claims of bondholders or 

other creditors of the company. Common stockholders assume the greater 

risk, but generally exercise the greater control and may gain the greater 

reward in the form of dividends and capital appreciation. The terms 

common stock and capital stock are often used interchangeably when the 

company has no preferred stock. 

CONVERTIBLE: A bond, debenture or preferred share which may be 

exchanged by the owner for common stock or another security, usually of 

the same company, in accordance with the terms of the issue. 

CUMULATIVE PREFERRED: A stock having a provision that if one or 

more dividends are omitted, the omitted dividends must be paid before 

dividends may be paid on the company’s common stock. 

CUMULATIVE VOTING: A method of voting for corporate directors 

which enables the shareholder to multiply the number of his shares by the 

number of directorships being voted on and cast the total for one director 

or a selected group of directors. A 10-share holder normally casts 10 votes 

for each of, say, 12 nominees to the board of directors. He thus has 120 

votes. Under the cumulative voting principle he may do that or he may cast 

120 (10 x 12) votes for only one nominee, 60 for two, 40 for three, or any 

other distribution he chooses. Cumulative voting is required under the 

corporate laws of some states, is permissive in most others. 

CURB EXCHANGE: Former name of the American Stock, Exchange, 

second largest exchange in the country. The term comes from the market’s 

origin on the streets of downtown New York. 

CUSTOMERS’ MAN: (See: Registered Representative) 

DEALER: An individual or firm in the securities business acting as a 

principal rather than as an agent. Typically, a dealer buys for his own 

account and sells to a customer from his own inventory. The dealer’s profit 

or loss is the difference between the price he pays and the price he receives 

for the same security. The dealer’s confirmation must disclose to his 

customer that he has acted as principal. The same individual or firm may 

function, at different times, either as broker or dealer. For example, the 

specialist on the floor of the N.Y. Stock Exchange acts as a dealer when he 

buys or sells stock for his own account to maintain a market. He acts as a 

broker when he executes the orders commission brokers have left with him. 

(See: NASD, Specialist) 

DEBENTURE: A promissory note backed solely by the general credit of 

a company and not secured by a mortgage or lien on any specific property. 

(See: Bond) 

DISCRETIONARY ORDER: The customer specifies the stock or the 

commodity to be bought or sold, and the amount. His agent is free to act 

as to time and price. 

DIVERSIFICATION: Spreading investments among different companies 

in different fields. Diversification is also offered by the securities of many 

individual companies because of the wide range of their activities. (See: 

Investment Trust) 

DIVIDEND: The payment designated by the Board of Directors to be 

distributed pro rata among the shares outstanding. On preferred shares, 

it is generally a fixed amount. On common shares, the dividend varies with 

the fortunes of the company and the amount of cash on hand, and may be 

omitted if business is poor or the directors determine to withhold earnings 

to invest in plant and equipment. Sometimes a company will pay a dividend 

out of past earnings even if it is not currently operating at a profit. 

DOLLAR COST AVERAGING: A system of buying securities at regular 

intervals with a fixed amount of dollars invested over a considerable period 

of time, regardless of the prevailing prices of the securities. It is frequently 

used by institutional investors. Under this system the investor acquires not 

10 shares of ABC every month or every six months but $50 worth of ABC. 

Over the long-term, if the price trend of a stock is upward, and periodic 

investments are maintained in good times and bad, dollar cost averaging 

may be a rewarding investment technique. 
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DOW THEORY: A theory of market analysis based upon the performance 

of the Dow-Jones industrial and rail stock price averages. The Theory 

says that the market is in a basic upward trend if one of these averages 

advances above a previous important high, accompanied or followed by a 

similar advance in the other. When the averages both dip below previous 

important lows, this is regarded as confirmation of a basic downward trend. 

The theory does not attempt to predict how long either trend will continue, 

although it is widely misinterpreted as a method of forecasting future 

action. Whatever the merits of the Theory, it is sometimes a strong factor 

in the market because many people believe in the Theory —or know that 

a great many others do. (See: Technical Position) 

EARNINGS REPORT: A statement—also called an income statement— 

issued by a company showing its earnings or losses over a given period. 

The earnings report lists the income earned, expenses and the net result. 

EXTRA: The short form of ‘‘extra dividend’’. A dividend in the form of 

stock or cash in addition to the regular or usual dividend the company has 

been paying. 

FACE VALUE: The value of a bond that appears on the face of the bond, 

unless the value is otherwise specified by the issuing company. Face value 

is ordinarily the amount the issuing company promises to pay at maturity. 

Face value is not an indication of market value. 

FLOOR BROKER: A member of the Stock Exchange who executes orders 

on the floor of the Exchange to buy or sell any listed stock. 

FLOOR TRADER: Any member of the Stock Exchange who trades on the 

floor for his own account. 

GILT-EDGED: High-grade bond issued by a company which has demon- 

strated its ability to earn a comfortable profit over a period of years and 

pay its bondholders their interest without interruption. 

GROWTH STOCK: Stock of a company with prospects for future growth — 

a company which over a period of time seems destined to expand materially. 

G.T.C. ORDER: “Good ‘til cancelled.” A customer’s order to his broker 

to buy or sell securities at a specified price, the order to remain in effect 

until it is either executed or cancelled. (See: Limit Order, Stop Order) 

HOLDING COMPANY: A corporation which owns the securities of 

another, in most cases with voting control. 

INACTIVE STOCK: An issue traded on an exchange or in the over-the- 

counter market in which there is a relatively low volume of transactions. 

Volume may be no more than a few hundred shares a week or even less. 

On the N.Y. Stock Exchange most inactive stocks are traded in 10-share 

units rather than the customary 100. (See: Round Lot) 

IN-and-OUT: Purchase and sale of the same security within a short period — 

a day, week, even a month. An in-and-out trader is generally more interested 

in day-to-day price fluctuations than dividends or long-term growth. 

INVESTMENT BANKER: Also known as an underwriter. He is the 

middleman between the corporation issuing new securities and the public. 

The usual practice is for one or more investment bankers to buy outright 

from a corporation a new issue of stocks or bonds. The group forms a syndi- 

cate to sell the securities to individuals and institutions. Investment 

bankers also distribute very large blocks of stocks or bonds—perhaps held 

by an estate. Thereafter the market in the security may be over-the-counter, 

on a regional stock exchange, the American Exchange or the N. Y. Stock 

Exchange. (See: Over-The-Counter, Syndicate) 

INVESTMENT TRUST: A company which uses its capital to invest in 

other companies. There are two principal types: the closed-end and the 

open-end, or mutual fund. Shares in closed-end investment trusts, some of 

which are listed on the N. Y. Stock Exchange, are readily transferable in 

the open market and are bought and sold like other shares. Capitalization 

of these companies is fixed. Open-end funds sell their own new shares to 

investors, stand ready to buy back their old shares, and are not listed. 

Open-end funds are so-called because their capitalization is not fixed; they 

issue more shares as people want them. 

ISSUE: Any of a company’s securities, or the act of distributing such 

securities. 

LEGAL LIST: A list of investments selected by various states in which 

certain institutions and fiduciaries, such as insurance companies and banks, 

may invest. Legal lists are restricted to high quality securities meeting 

certain specifications. 

LIMIT ORDER: A customer’s order to a securities broker to buy or sell 

at a specific price or better. The order can be executed only at that price or 

a better one. (See: Stop Order, GTC, Market Order) 

LOAD: The portion of the offering price of shares of open-end investment 

companies which covers sales commissions and all other costs of distribution. 

The load is incurred only on purchase, there being, in most cases, no charge 

when the shares are sold (redeemed). 

MARGIN: The amount paid by the customer when he uses credit to buy 

a security, the balance being advanced by the broker. Under Federal Reserve 

regulations, the initial margin required in the past 20 years has ranged 

from 40 per cent of the purchase price all the way to 100 per cent. 

MARGIN CALL: A demand upon a customer to put up money or securities 

with the broker. The call is made when a purchase is made; also if a 

customer’s equity in a margin account declines below a minimum standard 

set by the Exchange or by the firm. (See: Margin) 

MARKET ORDER: An order by a customer to a broker to buy or sell at 

the best price available when the order reaches the trading floor. (See: 

GTC, Limit Order, Stop Order) 

MARKET PRICE: In the case of a security, market price is usually 

considered the last reported price at which the stock or bond sold. 

MATURITY: The date on which a loan or a bond or debenture comes due 

and is to be paid off. 

MIP: Monthly Investment Plan. A pay-as-you-go method of buying 

N. Y. Stock Exchange listed shares on a regular payment plan for as little 

as $40 a month, or $40 every three months. Under MIP the investor buys 

stock by the dollars’ worth—if the price advances, he gets fewer shares and 

if it declines, he gets more shares. He may discontinue purchases at any time 

without penalty. The only charge for purchases and sales is the usual 

commission for buying and selling, plus the regular odd lot dealer differ- 

ential. The commission ranges from 6 per cent on small transactions to 

slightly below 114 per cent on larger transactions. (See: Dollar Cost 

Averaging, Odd Lot) 

NASD: The National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. An association 

of brokers and dealers in the over-the-counter securities business. The 

Association has the power to expel members who have been determined 

guilty of unethical practices. NASD is dedicated to—among other objec- 

tives—“‘adopt, administer and enforce rules of fair practice and rules to 
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prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, and in general to 

promote just and equitable principles of trade for the protection of 

investors.” 

NON-CUMULATIVE: A preferred stock on which unpaid dividends do 

not accrue. Omitted dividends are, as a rule, gone forever. (See: Cumulative 

Preferred) 

ODD LOT: An amount of stock less than the established 100-share unit 

or 10-share unit of trading: from 1 to 99 shares for the great majority of 

issues, 1 to 9 for so-called inactive stocks. (See: Round Lot, Inactive Stocks) 

OFFER: The price at which a person is ready to sell. Opposed to bid, the 

price at. which one is ready to buy. (See: Bid and Asked) 

OPEN ORDER: An order to buy or sell a security at a specified price. An 

open order remains in effect until executed or cancelled by the customer. 

(See: GTC, Limit Order, Market Order, Specialist) 

OVER-THE-COUNTER: A market for securities made up of securities 

dealers who may or may not be members of a securities exchange. Over- 

the-counter is mainly a market made over the telephone. Thousands of 

companies have insufficient shares outstanding, stockholders, or earnings 

to warrant application for listing on a stock exchange. Others may prefer 

not to make public all the information which listing requires. Securities of 

these companies are traded in the over-the-counter market between dealers 

who act either as principals or as brokers for customers. The over-the- 

counter market is the principal market for U.S. Government bonds, 

municipals, bank and insurance stocks. (See: NASD) 

PAPER PROFIT: An unrealized profit on a security still held. Paper 

profits become realized profits only when the security is sold. 

PAR: In the case of a common share, par means a dollar amount assigned 

to the share by the company’s charter. Par value may also be used to 

compute the dollar amount of the common shares on the balance sheet. Par 

value has little significance so far as market value of common stock is 

concerned. Many companies today issue no par stock but give a stated per 

share value on the balance sheet. Par at one time was supposed to represent 

the value of the original investment behind each share in cash, goods or serv- 

ices. In the case of preferred shares and bonds, however, par is important. 

It often signifies the dollar value upon which dividends on preferred stocks, 

and interest on bonds, are figured. The issuer of a 3 per cent bond promises 

to pay that percentage of the bond’s par value annually. 

PARTICIPATING PREFERRED: A preferred stock which is entitled to 

its stated dividend and, also, to additional dividends on a specified basis 

upon payment of dividends on the common stock. 

PENNY STOCKS: Low-priced issues often highly speculative, selling at 

less than $1 a share. Frequently used as a term of disparagement, although 

a few penny stocks have developed into investment-caliber issues. 

POINT: In the case of shares of stock, a point means $1. If General Motors 

shares rise 3 points, each share has risen $3. In the case of bonds a point 

means $10, since a bond is quoted as a percentage of $1,000. A bond which 

rises 3 points gains 3 per cent of $1,000, or $30 in value. An advance from 

87 to 90 would mean an advance in dollar value from $870 to $900 for each 

$1,000 bond. In the case of market averages, the word point means merely 

that and no more. If, for example, the Dow-Jones industrial average rises 

from 470.25 to 471.25, it has risen a point. A point in the averages, however, 

is not equivalent to $1. 

PREFERRED STOCK: A class of stock with a claim on the company’s 

earnings before payment may be made on the common stock and usually 

entitled to priority over common stock if company liquidates. Usually 

entitled to dividends at a specified rate—when declared by the Board of 

Directors and before payment of a dividend on the common stock—depend- 

ing upon the terms of the issue. (See: Cumulative Preferred, Participating 

Preferred) 

PRINCIPAL: The person for whom a broker executes an order, or a dealer 

buying or selling for his own account. The term “principal” may also refer 

to a person’s capital or to the face amount of a bond. 

PRIOR PREFERRED: A preferred stock which usually takes precedence 

over other preferreds issued by the same company. 

PROFIT TAKING: Selling to take a profit, the process of converting paper 

profits into cash. 

PROXY: Written authorization given by a shareholder to someone else to 

represent him and vote his shares at a shareholders’ meeting. 

PUTS and CALLS: Options which give the right to buy or sell a fixed 

amount of a certain stock at a specified price within a specified time. A put 

gives the holder the right to sell the stock; a call the right to buy the stock. 

Puts are purchased by those who think a stock may go down. A put 

obligates the seller of the contract to take delivery of the stock and pay 

the specified price to the owner of the option within the time limit of the 

contract. The price specified in a put or call is usually close to the market 

price of the stock at the time the contract is made. Calls are purchased by 

those who think a stock may rise. A call gives the holder the right to buy 

the stock from the seller of the contract at the specified price within a 

fixed period of time. Put and call contracts are written for 30, 60 or 90 days, 

or longer. If the purchaser of a put or call does not wish to exercise the 

option, the price he paid for the option becomes a loss. 

QUOTATION: Often shortened to “quote.” The highest bid to buy and 

the lowest offer to sell a security in a given market at a given time. If you 

ask your broker for a ‘‘quote”’ on a stock, he may come back with something 

like ‘4514 to 4514.” This means that $45.25 is the highest price any buyer 

wanted to pay at the time the quote was given on the floor of the Exchange 

and that $45.50 was the lowest price which any seller would take at the 

same time. (See: Bid and Asked) 

RALLY: A brisk rise following a decline in the general price level of the 

market, or in an individual stock. 

REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE: Present name for the older term 

“customers’ man.’’ The registered representative is an employee of a Stock 

Exchange member firm, registered with the Exchange as having passed 

certain tests and met certain requirements, authorized to serve the public 

customers of his firm. Also known as “‘customers’ broker.” 

RIGHTS: When a company wants to raise more funds by issuing additional 

securities, it may give its stockholders the opportunity, ahead of others, to 

buy the new securities in proportion to the number of shares each owns. 

The piece of paper evidencing this privilege is called a right. Because the 

additional stock is usually offered to stockholders below the current market 

price, rights ordinarily have a market value of their own and are actively 

traded. In most cases they must be exercised within a relatively short period. 

Failure to exercise or sell rights may result in actual loss to the holder. 

ROUND LOT: A unit of trading or a multiple thereof. On the N. Y. Stock 

Exchange the unit of trading is generally 100 shares in stocks and $1,000 

par value in the case of bonds. 

SCRIP: A certificate exchangeable for stock or cash before a specified date, 

after which it may have no value. Usually issued for fractions of shares in 

connection with a stock dividend or split or in reorganization of a company. 

For example, a stock dividend might amount to only 44 share so scrip is 

issued instead of a stock certificate for 14 share. Not traded on N. Y. Stock 

Exchange. 

SEC: The Securities and Exchange Commission, established by Congress 

to help protect investors. The SEC administers the Securities Act of 1933, 

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Trust Indenture Act, the Invest- 

ment Company Act, the Investment Advisers Act, and the Public Utility 

Holding Company Act. 

SHORT SALE: A person who believes a stock will decline and sells it 

though he does not own any has made a short sale. For instance: You instruct 

your broker to sell short 100 shares of ABC. Your broker borrows the stock 

so he can deliver the 100 shares to the buyer. The money value of the shares 

borrowed is deposited by your broker with the lender. Sooner or later you 

must cover your short sale by buying the same amount of stock you bor- 

rowed for return to the lender. If you are able to buy ABC at a lower price 

than you sold it, your profit is the difference between the two prices—not 

counting commissions and taxes. But if you have to pay more for the stock 

than the price you received, that is the amount of your loss. Stock Exchange 

and Federal regulations govern and limit the conditions under which a 

short sale may be made on a national securities exchange. (See: Margin) 

SPECIALIST: A member of the N. Y. Stock Exchange who assumes two 

respoasibilities: First, to maintain an orderly market, insofar as reasonably 

practicable, in the stock in which he is registered as a specialist. In order to 

maintain an orderly market, the specialist must be prepared to buy or sell 

for his own account, to a reasonable degree, when there is a temporary 

disparity between supply and demand. Second, the specialist acts as a 

broker’s broker. When a commission broker on the Exchange floor receives 

a limit order, say, to buy at $50 a stock then selling at $60—he cannot 

wait at the particular post where the stock is traded until the price reaches 

the specified level. So he leaves the order with the specialist, who will try 

to execute it in the market if and when the stock declines to the specified 

price. At all times the specialist must put his customers’ interests above 

his own. There are about 350 specialists on the N. Y. Stock Exchange. 

SPLIT: The division of the outstanding shares of a corporation into a 

larger number of shares. A 3-for-1 split by a company with 1 million shares 

outstanding would result in 3 million shares outstanding. Each holder of 

100 shares before the 3-for-1 split would have 300 shares, although his 

proportionate equity in the company would remain the same, since 100 

parts of 1 million are the equivalent of 300 parts of 3 million. Ordinarily 

splits must be voted by directors and approved by shareholders. 

STOCKHOLDER of RECORD: A stockholder whose name is registered 

on tke books of the issuing corporation. 

STOP ORDER: An order to buy or sell which becomes a market order 

as soon as the price of the stock reaches, or sells through, the price specified 

by the buyer or seller. A stop order may be used in an effort to protect a 

paper profit, or to try to limit a possible loss to a certain amount. Since it 

becomes a market order when the stop price is reached, there is no certainty 

that it will be executed at that price: (See: Limit Order, Market, Order) 

STREET NAME: Securities held in the name of a broker instead of his 

customer’s name are said to be carried in a “street name.” This occurs 

when the securities have been bought on margin or when the customer 

wishes the security to be held by the broker. 

SYNDICATE: A group of investment bankers who together underwrite 

and distribute a new issue of securities or a large block of an outstanding 

issue. (See: Investment Banker) 

TECHNICAL POSITION: A term applied to the various internal factors 

affecting the market; opposed to external forces such as earnings, dividends, 

political considerations and general economic conditions. Some internal 

factors considered in appraising the market’s technical position include 

the size of the short interest, whether the market has had a sustained 

advance or decline without interruption, a sharp advance or decline on small 

volume and the amount of credit in use in the market. 

TICKER: The instrument which prints prices and volume of security 

transactions in cities and towns throughout the U. 8. within minutes after 

each trade on the floor. 

TRADING POST: One of 18 horseshoe-shaped trading locations on the 

floor of the N. Y. Stock Exchange at which stocks assigned to that location 

are bought and sold. About 75 stocks are traded at each post. 

TREASURY STOCK: Stock issued by a company but later reacquired. 

It may be held in the company’s treasury indefinitely, reissued to the public 

or retired. Treasury stock receives no dividends and has no vote while held 

by the company. 

VOTING RIGHT: The stockholder’s right to vote his stock in the affairs 

of his company. Most common shares have one vote each. Preferred stock 

usually has the right to vote when preferred dividends are in default. The 

right to vote may be delegated by the stockholder to another person. (See: 

Cumulative Voting, Proxy) 

WARRANTS: A certificate giving the holder the right to purchase securites 

at a stipulated price within a specified time limit or perpetually. Sometimes 

a warrant is offered with securities as an inducement to buy. (See: Rights) 

WORKING CONTROL: Theoretically ownership of 51 per cent of a 

company’s voting stock is necessary to exercise control. In practice—and 

this is particularly true in case of a large corporation—effective control 

sometimes can be exerted through ownership, individually or by a group 

acting in concert, of less than 50 per cent. 

YIELD: Also known as return. The dividends or interest paid by a company 

expressed as a percentage of the current price—or, if you own the security, 

of the price you originally paid. The return on-a stock is figured by dividing 

the total of dividends paid in the preceding 12 months by the current market 

price—or, if you are the owner, the price you originally paid. A stock with 

a current market value of $40 a share which has paid $2 in dividends in the 

preceding 12 months is said to return 5 per cent ($2.00 + $40.00). If you 

paid $20 for the stock five years earlier, the stock would be returning you 

10 per cent on your original investment. The current return on a bond is 

figured the same way. A 3 per cent $1,000 bond selling at $600 offers a return 

of 5 per cent ($30 + $600). Figuring the yield of a bond to maturity calls 

for a bond yield table. 
en 
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